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Love Me, Feed Me personally is a relationship-building, practical guide to greatly help fostering and
adoptive families enjoy family foods and raise children who have eat a variety of foods and grow to have the
body that is right for them.” “This reserve is a distillation of the tips and support I provide all my families
because they transform a troubled feeding relationship into a healthy 1, and provide peace and joy back to
the family table. Though written mainly for the adoptive and fostering market, Rowell, aka, the “Feeding
Doctor,” shares that her clients are more alike than different. Katja Rowell helps readers understand and
address feeding challenges, from simple picky eating to entrenched meals obsession, oral motor and
developmental delays, “feeding clinic failures,” and more. Grounded in science, but made true with the
often heart-breaking and inspiring terms of parents who have been there, Dr.
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Instrumental in healing our toddler's food obsession This is an excellent and practical book, based on
compassionate acceptance of our human differences and respect for our little ones who struggle with food.
This supply the reading parent confidence in trusting both the book's tips and the child.My children has
struggled with feeding our 4 year old son, who was identified as having eosinophilic esophagitis this past
year.From infanthood our boy was high on the weight chart and we were instructed to restrict his food. Five
Stars Very helpful so far! What worked well for my bio children will not work on her behalf and it assists to
have the whys behind it. I've gotten some bad advice from "professionals" recently.I also remember that my
Don't let the title steer you apart, a book for ANY child with eating difficulties! Rowell's blog, after that this
publication. I ordered it instantly and read it cover to cover.. We delivered a snack container to school and
do everything we believed we should be doing to improve her "security" about food. When he does
consume, he no more gobbles like he's starving, and is able to stop when he's full. Fine to see some sensible
advise for feeding kids from trauma. Our healthy, sweet little boy no more obsesses about meals, and
thankfully, we need not either. Five Stars I recommend this book for just about any mother or father
(adoptive or not really! I wish it could have been written 7 years back, I know we'd not be coping with all
the issues surrounding meals that we currently face. He was so serious and cautious when his mind was on
meals, and now he's in a position to relax and be playful, even choosing hours without mentioning eating.
Five Stars Thank you the useful book. This book addresses that behavior, but I found it to focus more on a
picky eater and a kid would you not eat. There was the right information in this book for all of us and what
we are coping with and I love that it was centered on children who result from hard places and have trauma
in their backgrounds. Great to see some sensible advise for feeding children from . Great support for
families struggling with extremely picky eaters Are you at your wits end with your picky/resistive/selective
eater? So whether you are simply beginning out as a new mom or are having issues that have already been
going on a long time and really want some great advice, this is actually the book for you. This is an amazing
book for any caregiver fighting their child's consuming. It is extremely well written, practical and pertains to
the real lifestyle struggle of increasing a selective eater, whether or not it is an adoptive/foster romantic
relationship. I cannot recommend it highly enough. We saw very little improvement with 10 a few months
of behavioral centered feeding therapy and I was within my wits end using what to do next. "Love Me Feed
Me" immediately calmed my nerves, renewed my hope, made our struggle seem a little more regular, and
gave us a practical method for moving forward. Currently coping with an 11 year old(biological child) who
has had eating issues most her life. I loved all parts of this book but found the section on rethinking
nourishment to be particularly helpful. Without doubt, we all want our kids to consume varied, healthy and
balanced meals and this section helped me gain perspective on the problem. This book is not going to teach
you how exactly to conceal spinach in brownies or craft artwork out of a sandwich (and in case you are
reading this review and also have a picky eater, I wager you have already tried) but provides you a guide
towards raising a competent eater. Incredible, reassuring resource I'm a dad of a 3-season old with extremely
selective taking in rooted in sensory problems. My son has been through 2 yrs of feeding therapy, and I've
read a multitude of books, content articles, and other resources on the subject. This is probably the single
best reference I've come across. In my opinion, it really is a MUST READ for just about any parent who has
a kid with eating concerns (particularly with undereating and incredibly selective consuming).The book is
incredibly well-organized and well-written, and contains lots of background information and practical tips. I
also like that it's written in an extremely reassuring tone. This book was instrumental in healing our toddler's
meals obsession, along with the restrictive attitude toward meals I got internalized and was modeling for
him. Even if you're acquainted with Ellyn Satter's works and the Division of Responsibility Model and also
have browse her books, internet site, or papers, and/or various other books on feeding issues, I nonetheless
strongly recommend this book as an additional source. I desperately searched the web and discovered Dr.
We are just in the beginning stages of applying the Division of Responsibility technique at our family



dinners but the entire family is enjoying calmer, more relaxed meals.! While she has always had usage of
food in our house and been permitted to eat as much as she wants, recently she's been overeating and
demanding increasingly more and even more. This book addresses all ages, with very easy to understand
understanding for struggling parents.. Or wondered why they won't eat, even if you heed to friend's/doctor's
suggestions that "they don't starve themselves"? Blessed that I came upon Katja's website,blog and facebook
page, The Feeding Doctor. Sense some hope that I assist in improving my daughter's relationship with food.
It is hard to find books on that subject matter.It's now been 8 weeks since we began following her strategies,
and my boy is similar to a different child. To be honest, I really think this book would make an excellent
baby shower gift for anybody. Using the gentle methods outlined in this publication and thoughtfully
reexamining the beliefs we kept toward food and weight, we were able to instill plenty mindset inside our
home. It surely got to the main point where I was dreading unique occasions, and also got nervous if a
publication featured food because it would result in him to focus on eating. Now I understand why what they
explained to accomplish wasn't working. Very helpful! I loved scanning this! It has really helped me better
understand my kid’s viewpoint! I've two biological daughters and don’t know how I discovered this book
but so happy I did so because any parent can reap the benefits of this book! Fast forwards two years and our
healthful (but naturally robust) toddler was obsessed with food. This book was so insightful. Five Stars Very
helpful book! Helpful This book has been helpful in assisting me appear at feeding my adopted daughter in a
different way. Always discussing and asking for food even directly after foods, crying and screaming while I
would prepare food, gobbling meals so fast he'd choke and still crying for even more (even when his belly
was therefore full it was physically hard) and attempting to take other people's food at social events. Good
suggestions and information We have a problem with food issues with one of our children who was simply
adopted at age 2.) with a food related question! And, we still acquired issues.
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